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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL INFORMATION
I. Purpose i_
This document provides guidelines_o the Field Centers for
organization, scheduling, project and cost control, and performance in
the areas of project management and operations planning for
Photovoltaics Test and Applications. These guidelines may be used in
organizing a T&A Project Team for system design/test_ site
construction and operation, and as the basis for evaluating T&A
proposals. _
f
This document describes the attributes for project management
and operations planning to be used by the Field Centers.
Specifically, all project management and operational issues affecting
costs, schedules and performance of photovoltaic systems are
addressed. Other volumes referenced in this "top" document provide
guidelines/criteria for design reviews; environmental and siting;
quality assurance; _i=ety;proposal evaluation; information reporting
(site audit); and assessment (report card).
2. Scope
These guidelines apply to all photovoltaic system design/test
and applications initiated under the auspices of the National
Photovoltaic Research, Development and Demonstration Act of 1978
(PL95"590) as implemented by the DOE Photovoltaics Multiyear Program
Plan (MYPP).
-Photovoltaic tests and applications include residential,
intermediate load center, central station, and stand-alone systems.
The sub-categories of system maturity considered are" Initial System
Evaluation Experiments (ISEE)i System Readiness Experiments (SRE), and
Con_nercial Readiness Demonstration Projects (CRDP)as defined in the
MYPP.
This document is divided into three major sections:
Section I sets forth document purpose and scope.
Section II presents the guidelines for evaluating the
project management structure and planning. This section
addresses the key attributes that are expected to be
contained in the management plan showing how activities are
to be organized, directed and controlled.
Section III provides guidelines for evaluating the
technical approach to be applied. This section addresses
those key attrlbutes that would be included in a technical
plan identifying the level of technology required by a
I-i
system description and conceptual design, discussion of the
analytical methods used to optimize the design, and a
presentation of the functional requirements of the various
subsystems.
The managementand technical sections are related through the
work breakdown structure, master schedule and the organization
structure.
3. Objective
The hierarchy of criteria and attributes for assessing a solar
PV power system is shown in Figure i-i. The program goals of
minimizing cost and negative impacts and maximizing performance and
commercial potential are facilitated by this document and other
guideline/criteria documents referenced herein.
4. Guidelines and Criteria Documents
B°
C .
D.
QUALITY ASSURANCE CRITERIA - Contains features to be considered
in establishing a QA program for PV & PV/T system buildup and
installation. Features items to which a QA structure is
responsible for being attentive: Equipment/safety practices;
defects reporting and correction; drawing and changes control;
procurement source control; source inspection ; all inspection
and test; failure reporting.
Eo
SITE AUDIT CRITERIA - Contains criteria for assesslng/evaluating
the success of an operational application. It suggests the
minimum types of audit information to be gathered, how to
classify them and how the information should be reported for
system performance evaluation. Emphasis is on information
needed to judge failure rates; lifecycle costs; levelized energy
costs; plant reliability; environmental and safety effects; and
application flexibility.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SITING CRITERIA - Contains criteria against
which to judge the adequacy of environmental analysis underlying
all proposed system application experiments. Potential
environmental issues affecting site selection, installation, and
operation of PV & PV/T systems are addressed. Considerations
are offered for environmental impacts on system performance as
well as system impact on the environment.
DATA REQUIREMENTS - Defines the data needs and analysis
procedures in the technical and non-technical areas of PV & PV/T
applications. It defines measurement accuracies and sampling
frequencies.
DATA ACQUISITION, REDUCTION, AND DISSEMINATION CRITERIA - States
requirements for the design, implementation and operation of
data requisition and processing and dissemination systems.
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Figure I-i. Hierarchy of Criteria and Attributes for Assessing
Solar Photovoltaic Electric Power Systems
Applications.
USER INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS - Defines _nformatlon user
community and data/information elements to be acquired during
systems application experiments.
SAFETY CRITERIA - Describes many of the potential safety hazards
involved in the construction and operation of photovoltalc power
systems, and discusses safety considerations in the
specification and design of photovoltaic projects.
TESTS AND APPLICATIONS ASSESSMENT CRITERIA - Provides a method
for assessing the success achieved by both in absolute terms and
relative to other comparable experiments. Can be used in
proposal evaluation.
DESIGN REVIEW CRITERIA - Provides guidelines for Field Centers
for the organization, preparation and conduct of program reviews.
I-3
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SECTION II
GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
A. MANAGEMENT PLAN
The contractor will provide a management plan showing the
organization and identification of responsibilities of team members, a
work breakdown structure identifying responsibilities of team members
for each task, control methods used to maintain project within cost
and schedule requirements including reporting procedures for project
management (internal and external) and a detailed milestone chart.
B. ORGANIZATION
The contractor's project organization will be identified,
showing the reporting structure and responsibility level for the
project management, the relationship of the program to the parent
organization, and the program organization structures for Tests and
Applications (T&A) development and implementation. The
interrelationships of subcontractors and/or other organizations will
be identified as applicable. The organization will show transition
from one phase to the next with a continuity structure shown
throughout the project.
Organization structures will be shown in chart form particularly
for:
- T&A deslgn/development
- Fabrication and installation
- Operations and evaluation.
The charts should identify reporting levels and correlate with an
associated definition of responsibilities. Interrelationships will be
identified both for within the contractor's organization and for
interfaces with any subcontractors, associate contractors or other
agencies. The organization structures should show continuity up
through the project management structure. Figures 2-I, 2-2, and 2-3
show typical organization charts that would be included in the
management plan.
C. RESPONSIB[LITIES
Role statements will be prepared for the various reporting
levels defined on the organization charts for both contractor
personnel (internal) and subcontractor personnel or other agencies
(external). The role statement will include reporting, charters,
responsibilities and duties, management relationships and other
arrangements peculiar to an individual task. The major
responsibilities will be listed and any interfaces with subcontractors
or other agencies will be specified.
2-I
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Figure 2-I. Parent Corporation Organization Structure.
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Figure 2-2. P/V Project Organization.
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D. MANAGEMENT CONTROLS
The contractor project manager is responsible for assuring that
the project objectives are organized and integrated in such a manner
that the overall program goals are met; communicating the objectives
throughout the management structure; and ensuring that the
contract/agreement objectives are accomplished within the funds,
manpower, and schedule, and to the level of performance negotiated
with the field center.
I. Program Control
Program control can be accomplished by several different methods
to define contract objectives, viz, Work Breakdown Structure, Cost
Element, Organizatlon/Function and Contract Line Item. The Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) is the preferred method and will be used for
all T&A contracts. All baseline plans and status reports will use the
WBS index number to provide consistency in reporting such that all
cost, manpower, schedule and performance information can be analyzed
and integrated for program management assessment.
a. Work Breakdown Structure. Program control will be based
on WBS-related task descriptions using flow charts (viz; GANTT,
PERT/CPM, etc.) and fiscal plans (manpower, cost, etc). Each task
should be described in sufficient detail to completely define its
scope. Further division of each task into subtasks should be
accomplished to provide enough visibility into the individual
activities to understand the interrelationship among subtasks and
among other system activities.
The WBS is developed by starting with the overall objective in
the contract statement of work and working down through successive
levels to the lowest level of detail required for effective program
management. The contractor shall provide a complete contract Work
Breakdown Structure in the Management Plan. The following items
should be developed in establishing the WBS:
The major end items or products needed to accomplish
contract/agreement objectives.
The detailed tasks (all phases of the contract necessary to
achieve the end products).
The interrelationship between tasks and subtasks to provide
visibility for goals and objectives.
- Organizations and responsibilities for s _cific projects.
A framework for the planning, scheduling, and resources
required for the work.
A structure for the orderly summarization of work
performance and progress.
i
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A sample WBS for an example contract is shown in Figure 2-4.
b. Cost/Schedule Control. Typical cost/schedule control can
be accomplished by one of the following methods: Summary, Detail by
WBS, by Cost Element, and Construction Elements. A description of the
various methods can be found in the DOE uniform contractor reporting
system guidelines. The preferred method is "Detail by WBS" which
addresses each task element, project phase or other work element
required by the WBS and is time-phased by month or quarter, etc.,
showing the contractor's proposed expenditures.
As a minimum for establishing cost and schedule control, the
following elements are necessary: an interrelated set of WBS
elements, task and subtask descriptions, flow charts and graphs
coupled with regular program reviews and fiscal data provided through
the Financial Management Plan.
The visibility provided to the contractor project manager
through the cost/schedule control system coupled with a cost
management reserve that can be maintained in the cost plan provides a
method by which the contractor project manager can re-allocate
costs/resources to resolve problem areas. Early problem recognition
allows management to re-evaluate the established priorities and take
the necessary corrective action either through re-allocation of
cost/resources or using the management reserve to augment weak areas.
2. Financial Management
A financial management system for resource management and
financial reporting will be used for all T&A tasks. The Financial
Management Plan consists of two major elements: I) the Cost Plan, and
2) the Status/Reporting System. The combined elements provide the
contractor project manager a cost management system that:
o Establishes project-baseline budget WBS-related
o Time-phased budget allocations commensurate with project
Plan.
o Establishes manpower requirements time-phased with Project
Plan.
Provides for management reserve (at contractor project
manager discretion).
o Provides project cost and progress visibility with:
- Timely budget/cost inputs.
- Expedient cost problem identification.
- Audited accounting data.
J
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Figure 2-4. Sample Work Breakdown Structure.
NOTES :
Typically, the number of levels required depends on the scope and
complexity of the contract/agreement. Each descending level
represents an increasingly detailed definition of the work tasks. The
top levels of the work breakdown structure are subdivided as follows:
Level 1 is the project in toto; the goal or objective of the
contract.
Level 2 consists of the major steps necessary for achieving the
goals of the contract. Level 2 steps are designated by
progressive identification numbers such as I.I, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4.
Level 3 outlines the major work segments (subsystems) necessary
for completing level 2 tasks. It is identified by a numeric
system of 1.1.i, 1.2.1, 1.3.1_ 1.3.2, and so on.
Level 4 contains the work elements for achieving the tasks in
level 3. Sample identification numbers are 1.1.2.1, and 1.1.2.2.
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a. Cost Plan. The cost plan will show the task and
subsequent breakdown into subtasks, with assigned account codes
corresponding to the work breakdown structure being used. Cost
estimates for each account code will include as a minimum, manpower_
travel, services_ procurements_ and subcontracts. When the cost plan
is approved by the PM it becomes the approved plan for the conduct of
the task. A typical cost plan for an example program is shown in
Figure 2-5.
3. Progress Reporting
Progress reporting will be required for T&A tasks and will be
accomplished on a regular basis using the DOE Uniform Contractor
Reporting System (UCRS) Guidelines. Figure 2-6 describes the UCRS and
shows the interrelationship of the program plans and reporting
requirements.
The level of detail provided by the reporting system should be
sufficient to support management and control. Date requirements
(plans, reports, status documents, etc.) should be judiciously
reviewed and imposed only to the extent necessary to assure a high
degree of confidence of achieving success 9 but yet avoiding excessive
management costs.
a. Internal Reporting. The contractor project manager will
establish an internal reporting system that will provide_ as a
minimum, monthly summary progress reports containing the following
information:
- Milestones accomplished.
- Milestones mlssed/corrective action.
- Planned activities for the next period.
- Budget (plan/actuals/problems).
- Significant problems/concerns.
- Schedule and cost trends.
b. External Reporting. Progress reports to the field center
will be negotiated on an individual basis as specified in the contract
and will be identified on the Reporting Requirements checklist9 such
as Form DOE537. A typical example of a reporting requirements
checklist for an example program is given in Figure 2-7.
4. Procurement
A procurement plan will be prepared identifying levels of
responsibility from initiating procurement associated with T&A tasks,
monitoring functions up through placement of subcontracts/purchase
orders_ and for contract administration activities.
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5. Project Unique Requirements
Specific project requirements associated with the T&A task
should be summarized in the Program Plan. Specific requirements may
include the following:
a. Industry/Contractor Agreements. It may be necessary to
enter into agreements with outside industry or contractors other than
on a subcontractor basis. These agreements should be documented and
properly executed. The authority and responsibilities for executing
such agreements should be identified.
b. Public/Government Agreements. There may be a special
arrangement required with public utilities, public works or government
regulatory agencies (i.e., the Environmental Control Agency) in the
course of accomplishing the T&A. The necessary agreements should be
documented and properly executed. The authority and responsibility
for executing these types of agreements should be identified.
6. Review Program
A review program will be instituted for all T&A tasks. The
reviews will evaluate all aspects of the activity that may affect the
task commitments to the contractor project manager. The review
program for the individual tasks (viz, design, develop, fabricate,
install, etc.) shall be summarized in the management plan and
reflected in the master milestone schedule. This section provides an
overview of reviews that will in general apply to all T&A contracts.
The review program will be prepared in accordance with Review Program
guidelines.
a. General. The contractor project manager will be
responsible for conducting the technical review and will ensure that
his subcontractors, vendors and suppliers participate in reviews as
appropriate. All reviews will be conducted at the contractor's
facility or at a designated subcontractor facility, unless otherwise
approved by the field center.
The review board membership will be appointed by the field
center program manager and coordinated with the Lead Center. The Lead
Center will assist the field center in obtaining board members as
requested either by furnishing board members directly or soliciting
support from other field centers.
b. Reviews. Overviews of those program reviews that will
apply to most of the T&A contracts are given below:
I. Conceptual Design Review. The conceptual design review
will be conducted after the accomp-_shment of functional analysis and
preliminary requirements alloeatloq (to operational/maintenance/
training, hardware, software, facility, personnel and human factors as
applicable) to determine the initial direction and progress of the
contractor's systems engineering management effort in arriving at an
V
V
V
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optimum and complete configuration. This review will normally be
conducted within the first three months after formal task initiation.
The total system engineering management activity and its output
will be reviewed for responsiveness to the statement of work and
system requirements to provide a formal assessment before proceeding
with the preliminary design.
2. Prelimihar7 Design Review (PDR). The PDR will be a formal
technical review of the basic design approved for the T&A and will be
held after the accomplishment of the preliminary design efforts, but
prior to start of detail design. The overall technical program risks
associated with the T&A will be reviewed on a technical, cost, and
schedule basis.
3. Critical Design Review (CDR). The CDR will be conducted
on the T&A prior to fabrication/production design release to ensure
that the detail design solutions as reflected in the specifications
and engineering drawings satisfy the contract performance
requirements. The overall technical program risk associated with the
T&A will be reviewed on a technical, cost, and schedule basis.
4. Hardware/Site Readiness Review (H/SRR). The H/SRR will be
conducted at the completion of all subassembly fabrication and site
construction and prior to shipment and installation at the site to
verify that i) the equipment performs as required and 2) the as-built
version is in accordance with the product baseline. This review will
normally be conducted on first articles only where more than one of
the same article is produced.
5. Operational Readiness Review (ORR). The ORR will be
conducted upon completion of the T&A installation at the site and
prior to long-term system operation to verify that (I) the
installation is in accordance with the documented intallation design
and (2) the system is instrumented according to instrumentation
requirements. The review will include verification of operational
procedures, training and date acquisition.
7. MASTER MILESTONE SCHEDULE
The master milestone schedule provides the project baseline plan,
establishing the contractor's schedule for accomplishing the planned
events and milestones of each reporting category as noted in the
contract and reflected in the work breakdown structure.
The milestone schedule will be prepared to the level of detail
specified in the work breakdown structure elements and will identify
each specified task, project phase, or other work element described in
the WBS. Standard symbols and charting conventions for milestones and
phases such as start, completion, design reviews, design and analysis
phase, fabrication and installation phase, etc., will be used
throughout all scheduling displays. All WBS elements shown on the
milestone schedule will correlate to the top level WBS of the
iqi
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managementplan and the detail-level WBSin the technical plan and
will be contained in a logical sequence for easy tracking. An
explanatory text will define each milestone or event. A sample
baseline milestone for an example contract using the DOE535 is shown
in Figure 2-8. The charting information is shownon the continuation
page of Figure 2-8. The time line is shownin months and quarters_ or
other_ covering the duration of the contract and the WBSstructure
elements are given as line items. These WBSelements can be traced
through all facets of the managementcontrols through the detail
working level.
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SECTION III
GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF TECHNICAL PLAN
x._..
k._./
A. TECHNICAL PLAN
The contractor will provide a technical plan that will address
the T&A design, development and test; site design and construction;
T&A integration at the site; operation and evaluation; and finally the
site disposition. A brief task description will be provided for each
major phase of the total effort. Emphasis should be placed on key
items necessary to achieve the objectives that may require advancing
the state of the art or similar technical or other special effort.
All significant technical interfaces should be described that are
necessary to accomplish the task.
B. T&A DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT
The Technical Plan will include summary descriptions and
quantities of each major hardware system and subsystem, test articles,
support equipment_ and software for the T&A. In addition, the
critical design and performance parameters should be addressed.
The approach will reflect all phases of the T&A task
development, such as design, fabrication, test, quality assurance and
reliability in enough depth to assure a successful development
program. The major events, phases and milestones will correspond to
those shown in the master milestone schedule.
The Technical Plan for implementing the T&A deslgn/development
phase will include (either directly or by reference), but not be
limited, to the following:
- Design documentation - specifications, other documents
associated with the given task.
- Design standards - materials, fasteners, packaging and
cabling, hardware, electronic/electrical parts.
- Quality Assurance provision - see Volume I, Quality Assurance
Criteria.
- Reliability and safety considerations.
- Environmental program/test criteria.
C. INSTALLATION
The contractor will prepare an intallation plan describing those
events necessary to prepare the T&A installation site and will use the
Environmental and Siting Criteria, Volume III, as appropriate. The
plan will include site considerations, site design and construction,
instrumentation for monitoring, and data acquisition. Total site
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preparation will be considered to the point of integrating the T&A at
the site. The plan will identify major phases associated with the
site preparation, and those events and milestones will be reflected in
the master milestone schedule. The plan should include (either
directly or be reference), but not be limited to, the following:
I. Site Consideration
- Geographical - the geographical location should consider the
performance and economic viability of available solar energy. Other
considerations should include (but not be limited to) potential usage,
both commercial and residential.
- Geological - adaptability of the local terrain to the
particular T&A should be considered. Also, earthquake faults, flood
control (or potential flood conditions) or other natural catastrophic
conditions should be considered.
Environmental - local natural environments such as wind, rain,
hail, snow, humidity, etc., that would impact the site and/or T&A for
design and/or operational considerations should be addressed.
Social/institutional - consideration should be given to impact
of the site and T&A on the community aspects and implications of the
activity, including potential impact of lifestyle. Availability of
community resources and the ability for community involvement is a
consideration. Legal/institutional aspects associated with regulatory
agencies and organizational requirements should also be adressed.
Economic - economics is a strong consideration in site
selection, construction and operation both for the total T&A and the
local community with respect to resources available. These items
should be considered and addressed in the plan.
2. Site Preparation
- Survey - a survey should be conducted and a layout
accomplished to best utilize the site and take full advantage of
available solar energy. The survey should include the necessary
inputs from the applicable agencies and should comply with local and
other regulations. The survey should address the trade-offs
considered and establish the plot plan for the site.
Design - The design will utilize the survey in establishing
requirements for the T&A installation and site location. All aspects
of the design will comply with local, state, and other regulatory
agencies for both technical and aesthetic considerations.
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Municipalities
- County agencies
Consideration should be given to the various types of permits
and/or licenses that may be required (i.e., building,
business, experimental, etc.), and the various agencies that
may be involved. Other agencies may have requirements for
reports of applications and should be identified. A schedule
identifying document flow should be included. Elapsed time
from application to approval should support any planned
schedules and should appear on the master program schedule as
a milestone or event.
- Utilities
Agreements and/or applications with utilities should be
included in the plan. Identification of special provisions
and schedules of availability need to be addressed.
3. Fabrication
a. On-site and off-site fabrication should be considered.
Agreements with contractors should be identified along with schedules
or major events or milestones. The basic facilities, T&A installation
and instrumentation should be considered as phases within the
fabrication cycle.
b. Assembly/inspection
The assembly of the structure, T&A installation, and
instrumentation may be accomplished off-site and/or on-slte. The
technical plan should describe the method of assembly selected, and
the master milestone schedule should reflect event milestones. The
inspection method and intervals should be identified, and compliance
with county agency inspection requirements as well as contractor QA
requirements should be addressed.
D. T&A INTEGRATION AT SITE
The contractor will prepare an integration plan for the T&A
installation and checkout at the site. The plan will cover all of the
activities necessary to install, check out and verify operation,
safety_ and necessary training to establish readiness for long-term
operation.
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I. T&A Installation
The installation design prepared by the contractor should
include all interface definition and attaching hardware,
subassemblies, etc._ as required to accomplish the T&S installation at
the site. The installation should also address instrumentation of the
T&S as applicable and should interface with the instrumentation design
accomplished under "Site Preparation".
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2. Checkout and Operation Verification
Checkout and operations procedures should be prepared and
reflected in the master milestone schedule. These procedures should
fully address checkout of the total T&A installation and allow for
operation/performance verification.
3. Safety
A safety plan will be prepared by the contractor covering all
aspects of site safety for T&Aoperation, checkout, maintenance, and
start-up and shut-down as applicable and will be prepared in
accordance with the Safety Criteria Document, VolumeV. The Safety
Plan will include a failure modesand effects analysis covering all
possible conditions.
4. Training
A training program will be prepared by the contractor that will
include the necessary manuals, etc., for the facility over a long
period of time. The training should include the necessary routing
maintenance requirements, operation and data acquisition requirements
and other items as applicable to fully qualify personnel for long-term
operation of the facility.
E. OPERATIONS/EVALUATION
The contractor will prepare an Operations/Evaluatlon Plan for
long-term operation of the facility and the necessary data management
system for accomplishing performance evaluation. The following items
should be considered in the plan:
I. Schedule
A complete schedule showing operation maintenance, data
acquisition, etc._ for the total operation period will be prepared.
2. Maintenance/Logistics
Maintenance and logistics support requirements will be included
in the plan. Level of maintenance and skill level will be
identified. The necessary parts lists and availability will be an
integral part of the maintenance program. These items should be
addressed in the Operations Plan.
3. Data Management
A section of the Operations Plan will address data management.
It will describe data acquisition, reduction, and performance
evaluation techniques. The Data Requirements Criteria documentand the
Data Acquisition and Reduction Criteria documentwill be used as
aguide. The data managementsection should include (but not be
limited to) the following items: V
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- Data acquisition - A complete description of the data to be
acquired_ and format_ forms, etc._ should be included to the
detail necessary to provide an understanding of the
data management mechanism.
J
- Data reduction/performance evaluation - Data reduction methods/
techniques will be described. The necessary interfaces between
data acquisition/data reduction will be identified as
applicable. The performance evaluation system will be
identified. Include evaluation criteria/techniques/methods,
etc., pertinent to the system performance.
Reviews/Reports
The Operations Plan will include scheduled reviews, reports,
etc.9 necessary to provide the processing agency with the necessary
visibility of the T&A operation and performance status. The reviews
and reports will be addressed in the Operation Plan and will be
reflected in the master milestone schedule. Typical reporting
requirements are shown in the Information Reporting Criteria document.
F. SITE DISPOSITION (CLOSEOUT)
The contractor will prepare a site disposition plan that will
address the method for closing out the site either by turning over the
site to the local community contractor or other organization, or by
removing all facilities and T&A from the site, and restoring the site
to local ecology. All aspects of site disposition will be addressed
including a schedule for completion. The major events/milestones
associated with sit& disposition will be reflected in the master
milestone schedule.
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